Birding at the Village Creek Drying Beds  
(*second Wednesday of every month*)

Join Jim Sipiora for his monthly walk on the 2nd Wednesday of the month.

The walk starts at 7:15 AM at the Dunlop Sports Center and includes Dunlop Park. Meet in the eastern end of the parking lot at 1500 NW Green Oaks Blvd., Arlington, 76012. The sports center is located on the South side of Green Oaks between North Fielder Rd. and North Davis Drive.

The 2nd portion of the walk starts at 8:30 am in the parking lot. From there we cross Green Oaks and enter the Village Creek drying beds area. This location is usually very birdy. We usually find between 40 and 50 species during our 2 to 3 hour walk.

Portions of the walk are on paved roads, some are gravel, and in some places we make our own trail through grass. Most of the walk is on flat ground but there are a few ups and downs.

Come to one or both of Jim's 2nd Wednesday walks! Take into consideration the weather. In wet periods you may want to wear waterproof footwear as there are some low lying areas that could have standing water. Sometimes we will blaze our own trails in places, you may want to make sure that your shoes and pants are sprayed to discourage chiggers.